9' Automatic Market Umbrella with Sunbrella Fabric and Lights, Antique Beige

Overview
The automatic market umbrella collection feature umbrellas that provide large shade coverage in an upscale style. Automatic push button or remote control
open & closing feature for ease of use. Market umbrellas offer a solution to quickly shade several areas. Enjoy the time with your families or friends whenever
in daylight or at night with this LED light umbrella. Control the exposure to the sun by installing your outdoor living area with this stylish umbrella. With
remote control, this easy to use umbrella sets up & opens quickly for your shading needs & controls LED lighting. This durable umbrella with tilt can be used
either on a base or free standing through a table & supplies enough coverage to shade 42"- 54" round, Rectangle, & square tables with 4 or 6 chairs. Made with
Tiger dryad powder coated aluminum pole & 8 sturdy ribs, this market umbrella has the durability to stand the test the time. The canopy is made of the
manufacture leading Sunbrella fade resistant polyester which locks the eye catching color well into the fabric. Free waterproof cover included. Base sold
separately.
∙ Automatic umbrella easily opens and closes with push button or remote control that also controls led lights
∙ 9 feet of shade for your 42" to 54" round, square or rectangle table with 4 to 6 chairs
∙ Free waterproof cover and remote control included with purchase, base sold separately
∙ Patented automation system design
∙ Sunbrella fabric is stain and fading resistant

9' Automatic Market Umbrella with Sunbrella Fabric and Lights, ,Canvas Jockey Red

Overview
The automatic market umbrella collection feature umbrellas that provide large shade coverage in an upscale style. Automatic push button or remote control
open & closing feature for ease of use. Market umbrellas offer a solution to quickly shade several areas. Enjoy the time with your families or friends whenever
in daylight or at night with this LED light umbrella. Control the exposure to the sun by installing your outdoor living area with this stylish umbrella. With
remote control, this easy to use umbrella sets up & opens quickly for your shading needs & controls LED lighting. This durable umbrella with tilt can be used
either on a base or free standing through a table & supplies enough coverage to shade 42"- 54" round, Rectangle, & square tables with 4 or 6 chairs. Made with
Tiger dryad powder coated aluminum pole & 8 sturdy ribs, this market umbrella has the durability to stand the test the time. The canopy is made of the
manufacture leading Sunbrella fade resistant polyester which locks the eye catching color well into the fabric. Free waterproof cover included. Base sold
separately.
∙ Automatic umbrella easily opens and closes with push button or remote control that also controls led lights
∙ 9 feet of shade for your 42" to 54" round, square or rectangle table with 4 to 6 chairs
∙ Free waterproof cover and remote control included with purchase, base sold separately
∙ Patented automation system design
∙ Sunbrella fabric is stain and fading resistant

9' Automatic Market Umbrella with Sunbrella Fabric and Lights, ,Canvas Black

Overview
The automatic market umbrella collection feature umbrellas that provide large shade coverage in an upscale style. Automatic push button or remote control
open & closing feature for ease of use. Market umbrellas offer a solution to quickly shade several areas. Enjoy the time with your families or friends whenever
in daylight or at night with this LED light umbrella. Control the exposure to the sun by installing your outdoor living area with this stylish umbrella. With
remote control, this easy to use umbrella sets up & opens quickly for your shading needs & controls LED lighting. This durable umbrella with tilt can be used
either on a base or free standing through a table & supplies enough coverage to shade 42"- 54" round, Rectangle, & square tables with 4 or 6 chairs. Made with
Tiger dryad powder coated aluminum pole & 8 sturdy ribs, this market umbrella has the durability to stand the test the time. The canopy is made of the
manufacture leading Sunbrella fade resistant polyester which locks the eye catching color well into the fabric. Free waterproof cover included. Base sold
separately.
∙ Automatic umbrella easily opens and closes with push button or remote control that also controls led lights
∙ 9 feet of shade for your 42" to 54" round, square or rectangle table with 4 to 6 chairs
∙ Free waterproof cover and remote control included with purchase, base sold separately
∙ Patented automation system design
∙ Sunbrella fabric is stain and fading resistant

9' Automatic Market Umbrella with Sunbrella Fabric and Lights, Canvas Aruba

Overview
The automatic market umbrella collection feature umbrellas that provide large shade coverage in an upscale style. Automatic push button or remote control
open & closing feature for ease of use. Market umbrellas offer a solution to quickly shade several areas. Enjoy the time with your families or friends whenever
in daylight or at night with this LED light umbrella. Control the exposure to the sun by installing your outdoor living area with this stylish umbrella. With
remote control, this easy to use umbrella sets up & opens quickly for your shading needs & controls LED lighting. This durable umbrella with tilt can be used
either on a base or free standing through a table & supplies enough coverage to shade 42"- 54" round, Rectangle, & square tables with 4 or 6 chairs. Made with
Tiger dryad powder coated aluminum pole & 8 sturdy ribs, this market umbrella has the durability to stand the test the time. The canopy is made of the
manufacture leading Sunbrella fade resistant polyester which locks the eye catching color well into the fabric. Free waterproof cover included. Base sold
separately.
∙ Automatic umbrella easily opens and closes with push button or remote control that also controls led lights
∙ 9 feet of shade for your 42" to 54" round, square or rectangle table with 4 to 6 chairs
∙ Free waterproof cover and remote control included with purchase, base sold separately
∙ Patented automation system design
∙ Sunbrella fabric is stain and fading resistant

